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ESTIMAND
COVID-19 IMPACT ASSESSMENT

VARIABLE
The variable (or endpoint) to be obtained for each patient.
Q: Does the current endpoint reflect the treatment effect in the original scientific objective?

POPLATION
The population of patients targeted by the clinical question.
Q: Are the enrolled patients representative of the target population?

TREATMENT
The treatment condition of interest.
Q: Are the treatment conditions (e.g. non-compliance, drug discontinuation, subsequent therapy) representative of what would have been administered pre-COVID-19?

INTERCURRENT EVENTS (ICEs)
Other ICEs not already addressed by treatment, population and variable, and how they are handled.
Q: Can the original clinical trial objective be addressed without defining new strategies for ICEs related to COVID-19? (e.g. apply pre-specified rules for discontinuations to discontinuations due to COVID-19)

SUMMARY
A population-level summary for the variable which provides a basis for treatment comparison.
Q: Is the summary measure still interpretable?
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- **Hypothetical**: do not expect COVID-19 related deaths in a post-pandemic world.
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Hypothetical strategy.
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- Estimation of hypothetical estimand: often not obvious, but feasible.
- Estimating effect in patients infected by COVID-19 vs. patients not infected by COVID-19:
  - Infection = ICE $\Rightarrow$ simple subsetting breaks randomization $\Rightarrow$ validity of causal statements unclear.
  - Estimate via **principal stratification**.
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Principal stratification: potentially valuable to assess treatment effect in patients who would not experience severe complications of COVID-19 infections.

Paper illustrates power of purpose-built networks.
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Joint EFSP1 / BBS Seminar:
Estimands addendum is final:
Anything new for oncology?

Basel Biometrics Section webinar
Basel, 29th June 2020

Kaspar Rufibach (Roche, member of BBS board)
Welcome and scene setting

Regulator’s view (Anja Schiel, Norwegian Medicines Agency)
Experience with the estimand framework in oncology

Renaud Capdeville (Novartis), Tina Nielsen (Roche)
Challenges and open questions in hematology: RATIFY and GALLIUM

Break

Hannes Buchner (Staburo) & Ingolf Griebsch (Boehringer Ingelheim)
Treatment switching: challenges, estimands, and estimators

Stefan Englert (AbbVie)
Commentary on previous talks taking COVID-19 into account

Break

Panel discussion
(all speakers + Rob Hemmings from Consilium, Michael Wenger from Novartis)
Estimands – after first experiences anything new for oncology? If at all, what does it add?)
Industry working group on estimands in oncology:

- Founded February 2018.
- European special interest group “Estimands in oncology”, sponsored by PSI and EFSPI.
- ASA scientific working group of ASA biopharmaceutical section.
- 38 members representing 22 companies.
- Regularly interacts with 7 health authorities.

www.oncoestimand.org
Thank you for your attention.

kaspar.rufibach@roche.com
http://www.kasparrufibach.ch
  twitter numbersman77
  github numbersman77
